Every move. Every mode. Every mile.

Blume CarrierGo Premium for Drayage Truckers
Digitalize all your drayage trucking operations
Blume CarrierGo Premium is an easy, scalable, and affordable solution enabling trucking companies to
digitally manage container movements to and from marine terminals and rail ramps.
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For over two decades, over 11,000 drayage-truckers worldwide use Blume’s comprehensive suite of
solutions to provide services to leading logistics service providers:

Blume CarrierGo Premium is specifically designed to address all the phases of drayage trucking operations.

PRE-MOVE
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POST-MOVE
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Pre-Move
Drayage truckers must deal with customers of various sizes and types; some call, while others
send emails with attachments for executing their shipments. Dispatchers spend a significant
amount of time doing manual work such as responding to customers, scheduling appointments,
and assigning fleet and drivers to work orders. This is time-consuming and prone to error.
CarrierGo Premium can help your dispatchers do more in less time by digitally organizing all of
your customer work orders, drivers and equipment to make the most efficient trips.

In-Transit
Drayage truckers are under immense pressure to provide visibility of containers to their customers.
CarrierGo Premium enables access to real-time tracking data via GPS and Geo-fencing, in
addition to capturing milestone events via API, EDI, email alerts and customer portal. CarrierGo
Premium can also get container position automatically from Marine and Rail terminals.
CarrierGo Premium offers a Mobile application through which drivers can respond to workorder
assignments, post milestones and capture or generate electronic Proof of Delivery and upload
them in real time. They can communicate and collaborate with their dispatchers on the go.

Find the most optimal route with access to

1.5M+ Locations

1,100+ Marine Terminals & Rail Ramps

Post-Move
Drayage truckers often face delayed payments from their customers risking lower cash which
can impact their daily operations.
CarrierGo Premium enables you to generate invoices with accurate charges, resulting in faster
invoice approvals. Not only that, CarrierGo can keep an automatic log of drivers’ work activity
and calculate payment based on pre-defined rates with a few clicks.
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About Blume Global
Blume Global is a multimodal supply chain orchestration platform that unites end-to-end visibility, supplier
management and logistics execution. Blume has the most extensive network among logistics technology
providers. The company’s direct connectivity to the ocean, air, rail, parcel, LTL and truckload carriers
combines with Blume’s solutions and rich history of providing industry data to maximize transportation
spend, improve customer service and reduce carbon emissions for users. By developing technology that
streamlines the logistics world, Blume Global is leading the industry in creating innovative and sustainable
supply chain solutions.
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Operate with new users
Contract Collaboration
Trip Planning & Optimization
Communicate Electronically
Automate Invoicing, Payments
& Manual Processes
Driver Management & Settlement

Schedule a Demo
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